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Should fracking fears be reported IN the news? 

Here are only some of the scientific and news reports, easily available to the Scottish 

mainstream media, drawing attention to potential environmental hazards from ‘fracking’ – 

pumping water and (sometimes toxic) chemicals deep underground to fracture shale rock 

and to release gases - in the 30 days before Christmas 2014: 

28th November: ‘Could fracking follow thalidomide, tobacco and asbestos 
among innovations that turned sour?’ Independent newspaper online 
report on HM Chief Scientific Advisor’s Annual Report. 
 
30th November: ‘Anti-fracking protest at Grangemouth.’ 
IndependenceLive.com 

 

11th December:  ‘Studies Overwhelmingly Show Public Health Hazards and 
Risks.’ PSE Healthy Energy, USA 

 

11th December: ‘A significant body of evidence has emerged to 
demonstrate that these activities are inherently dangerous to people and 



their communities. Risks include adverse impacts on water, air, 
agriculture, public health and safety, property values, climate stability 
and economic vitality.’ Concerned Health Professionals of New York, USA 
 
12th December: ‘Given the risks associated with fracking and the 
knowledge that the regulatory system is inadequate and under-
resourced, the ‘precautionary principle’ points clearly to the need to 
reject the applications for exploratory fracking.’ Letter from MedAct 
to Lancashire County Council. 
 
17th December: ‘Citing Health Risks, Cuomo Bans Fracking in New York 
State.’ New York Times. 
 
19th December: ‘Council (North Lanarkshire) to press for Scottish fracking 
moratorium’ Cumbernauld Media 
 
22nd December: ‘They were hoping to be back at home, but residents 
living near a well pad leak in Monroe County (USA) will have to wait 
another day. It’s been nine days since the leak after a well head 
malfunctioned, spewing natural gas into the air….Many of the roads in 
the area also remain closed to traffic and the no fly-zone (5 000 ft.) has 
remained in effect. wtrf.com, Ohio, USA 

 

So, the UK Chief Scientific Advisor’s ‘flagship’ annual report, the Mayor of New York, two 

enormous (see below) US reports from medical professional groups, a UK medical 

professional group’s letter to an English local authority which had experienced earthquakes 

after pilot drilling in 2003, a Scottish local authority very near to BBC Scotland and STV 

headquarters, a large peaceful protest outside the Scottish HQ of a fracking company and a 

mid-western US town evacuated for nine days and subject to a no-fly-zone  – is this news?  

One of the US studies (PSE) looked at 400 peer-reviewed papers on the impact of shale gas 

development with the following key findings: 

1. 96% of all papers published on health impacts indicate 

potential risks or adverse health outcomes. 

2. 87% of original research studies published on health outcomes 

indicates potential risks or adverse health outcomes. 

3. 95% of all original research studies on air quality indicate 

elevated concentrations of air pollutants. 

4. 72% of original research studies on water quality indicate 

potential, positive association, or actual incidence of water 

contamination. 



5. There is an ongoing expansion in the number of peer-reviewed 

publications on the impacts of shale and tight gas 

development: approximately 73% of all available scientific 

peer-reviewed papers have been published in the past 24 

months, with a current average of one paper published each 

day. 

 (PSE, 2014) 

 
The Concerned Health Professionals of NY listed hundreds of reports, over 100 pages, 

indexed as below, after making this key comment: 

 ‘Despite this emerging body of knowledge, industry secrecy and 

government inaction continue to thwart scientific inquiry, leaving many 

potential problems—especially cumulative, long-term risks—unidentified, 

unmonitored and largely unexplored. This problem is compounded by non-

disclosure agreements, sealed court records, and legal settlements that 

prevent families (and their doctors) from discussing injuries. As a result, no 

comprehensive inventory of human hazards yet exists.’ 

1. Air pollution          

2. Water contamination        

3. Inherent engineering problems that worsen with time    

4. Radioactive releases         

5. Occupational health and safety hazards     

6. Public Health Effects, Measured Directly      

7. Noise pollution, light pollution and stress      

8. Earthquakes and seismic activity       

9. Abandoned and active oil and natural gas wells (as pathways 

for gas and fluid migration)  

10. Flood risks  

11. Threats to agriculture and soil quality  

12. Threats to the climate system  

13. Inaccurate jobs claims, increased crime rates, threats to 

property value and mortgages and local government burden  

14. Inflated estimates of oil and gas reserves and profitability  

15. Disclosure of serious risks to investors  

16. Medical and scientific calls for more study and more transparency. 

 

(ecowatch.com, December 2014) 

 



The above survey of reports and events in only one month, by this researcher, based on 

quite a short search for evidence, suggests quite dramatic newsworthiness. If we are to 

believe the news values theory (Bell, 1991) supposedly held by most journalists (Chandler, 

2014 ) and that the latter have a sense of responsibility to their readers (PCC Editor’s Code 

of Conduct, 2014) fracking seems likely to get a lot of media attention especially in the days 

after the above announcements and events. Again, using the Independent’s own survey 

(Ward, 2014) of the topics searched for by their readers in 2014, fracking came 4th after only 

Ebola, motor-neurone disease and love! This suggests a high level of interest and at the 

same time an explicit need for more information on fracking from the media. 

 

The Independent newspaper online edition drew my attention in the first place on 30th 

November, but quickly published (7th December) a piece attempting to ‘balance’ it with 

more ‘business-friendly’ arguments insisting ‘fracking is in its infancy’ and doubting whether 

the Chief Scientific Advisor meant what was in his own report (Gore, 2014). The two 

extensive surveys from the US, above, suggest that research into fracking is highly 

developed and sending clear signals, were mainstream media to report them. The eight or 

nine days between the two reports would have been quite adequate for commercial 

interests or government departments to contact the editor and to request balance, 

evidence-free if necessary, as was the case,  in the Independent’s coverage. STV reported 

briefly on the protest in Grangemouth. The New York Times, in the circumstances of a 

mayoral decision could hardly ignore it but then true to its corporate nature went on to 

describe the decision as a: ‘double blow to areas that had anticipated a resurgence led by 

fracking.’ We’ll see below how rare any mainstream media interest was in Scotland, in the 

same month as the announcements. 

 

Were fracking fears reported IN the Scottish News? 

Put simply, the answer is no, not really. Unlike in their reporting of the Referendum 

Campaign, Scotland’s mainstream media, including of course our ‘Public Service Provider’, 

BBC Scotland, cannot be accused of distortion bias (Entman, 2007) in their coverage of the 



debate on shale-fracking, because they just didn’t cover it all. Much more difficult to prove 

than distortion bias is bias by omission where the electorate is kept ill-informed and where 

the media can insist that they don’t cover it because it’s not ‘newsworthy’; that no one is 

interested in it. Having shown above the dramatic newsworthiness of the fracking debate, 

only one possible explanation can be offered – other more newsworthy stories were 

prioritised.  

A survey of Reporting Scotland and STV News, in the evenings (major audience figures) over 

the thirty days from 24th November to 24th December is reported on below. A simple 

objective methodology of counting the number of reports on each topic across mainstream 

Scottish media (TV, national newspapers) was possible here given the nature of the research 

question – To what extent was the debate on health risks from fracking reported in the 

Scottish mainstream media from 24th November to 24th December?  TV broadcasts were 

recorded and newspaper headlines were gathered from online searches. Only headlines 

referring to shale and/or fracking were counted. Radio broadcasts were not party of this 

study.  

 

Results: Scottish Mainstream Media and Fracking 24th November to 24th December 2014 

Topic/Title Rep Scot STV Herald Scotsman D RecordD Record D Mail D Express

Approximate Number of Stories 400 400 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000

Chief Scientific Adviser on Fracking 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Chief Scientific Adviser on Other 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

Anti-fracking Protest Grangemouth 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

PSE Report USA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Concerned Health Professionals USA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MedAct UK Letter to Lancashire CC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mayor Cuomo NY Bans Fracking 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

North Lanarkshire Council Ban 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Monroe County USA Eviction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other anti-fracking reports 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Other pro-fracking reports 0 0 0 0 0 3 0

Total fracking reports 0 1 0 1 1 7 1

Murder 16 24 44 24 64 78 67

Asbestosis Deaths (464 in 2012) 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Mesothelioma Deaths (2535 in 2012) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Figure 1: Number of Reports on each topic 



Notes: The Daily Mail ran three reports on NY Mayor Cuomo all of which were critical of his 

banning decision, on pro-business grounds. The DM also reported once on Mesothelioma in 

earlier November. The Daily Record ran two pieces earlier in November which were largely 

welcoming of the INEOS plans and carried one piece on Mesothelioma, in October. The 

coverage of other aspects of the UK Chief Scientific Advisor’s report concerned his support 

for genetically modified food. 

 

These are quite stark figures. With very rare exceptions, the risks described by a range of 

expert opinion within mainstream professions, was ignored. In the 30 days surveyed, both 

Scottish TV News programmes filled their hours with murder, Rangers, Celtic, other sport, 

Jim Murphy and a myriad of trivial ‘human interest’ stories while neglecting to cover a likely 

threat to public health compared by government and other professional experts to that 

formerly posed by asbestos or thalidomide.  As deaths by murder figures fell across 

Scotland, any incidents were covered extensively like a precious diminishing resource. 

Assuming comparable figures with 2012, hundreds will have died from asbestos-related 

disease in the same 30 days and that will only be a fraction of the total dying, before their 

time, from other diseases caused by an earlier lack of caution in launching new technologies 

and medicines (dioxins, lead, thalidomide…) at a rate that suited short-termism in the stock 

market but which callously neglected the interests of workers and consumers. 

 

Why do our media fail us in this way, now as they have done for decades? It’s simple. In 

lightly-regulated free-market economies like the UK, quick profit is king. The media is 

corporate and the BBC, a corporation too, is run by members of an elite group complicit 

with corporate and political establishment interests. Those who lead the media are part of 

those interlocking elites, revealed long ago by people like Noam Chomsky, who work daily in 

their own interests which in turn are the interests of those same elites – employers, industry 

executives, senior civil servants, speculators, military chiefs, government ministers, lawyers 

and, uniquely in Scotland, the Labour Party leadership. Further closing off any opportunities 

for alternative voices, is the reliance of hard-pressed reporters on press releases from the 

corporations which come to dominate the news. In the US, further along the road, the 



corporate media are already ‘in a propaganda war with global anti-fracking activism’ 

(Monroe, 2014). Already in the UK, we have police requesting the list of attendees at a 

university fracking debate (Evans, 2014). Here, below, are the Concerned Health 

Professionals of NY. Clearly eco-terrorists dressed up as establishment figures? 

 
© ecowatch.com 

 

Links not in text: 

28th November: http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/could-fracking-follow-

thalidomide-tobacco-and-asbestos-among-innovations-that-turned-sour-9891931.html 

The Chief Adviser’s Report: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/381906/14-

1190b-innovation-managing-risk-evidence.pdf 

30th November: http://new.livestream.com/IndependenceLive/events/3637434 

11th December:  http://psehealthyenergy.org/site/view/1233 

11th December: http://concernedhealthny.org/compendium/ 

12th December:  http://www.medact.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Medact-Letter-to-

Lancashire-County-Council-Councillors.pdf 

17th December:  http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/18/nyregion/cuomo-to-ban-fracking-in-new-

york-state-citing-health-risks.html 

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/could-fracking-follow-thalidomide-tobacco-and-asbestos-among-innovations-that-turned-sour-9891931.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/could-fracking-follow-thalidomide-tobacco-and-asbestos-among-innovations-that-turned-sour-9891931.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/381906/14-1190b-innovation-managing-risk-evidence.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/381906/14-1190b-innovation-managing-risk-evidence.pdf
http://new.livestream.com/IndependenceLive/events/3637434
http://psehealthyenergy.org/site/view/1233
http://concernedhealthny.org/compendium/
http://www.medact.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Medact-Letter-to-Lancashire-County-Council-Councillors.pdf
http://www.medact.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Medact-Letter-to-Lancashire-County-Council-Councillors.pdf
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/18/nyregion/cuomo-to-ban-fracking-in-new-york-state-citing-health-risks.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/18/nyregion/cuomo-to-ban-fracking-in-new-york-state-citing-health-risks.html


19th December: http://www.cumbernauld-media.com/news/politics/1245-council-to-press-for-

scottish-fracking-moratorium 

22nd December: http://www.wtrf.com/story/27689835/httpwwwwtrfcomstory27689835only-on-7-

gas-still-leaking-at-monroe-county-well-pad 
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